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A finite group G is called a full p-defective group if every p-blocic of G is of the 
highest defect. In this paper, we shall mainly study the full p-defecdve finite groups, 
and a group theoretic characterization will be given. 
MAIS &WLT. Let G be an arbitrary firtire group, P a Syiow p-subgroup of G. 
and .Vf a p’-subgroup of G such that C,(P) = Z(P) x M. Then G is jiiil p-d+ctice $” 
and onI;; if the following two statements hol& 
(I) 0,.(G;= UxrG M’, 
(II) F*(G,O,(G))=O,(G) O,(G)jO,.(G). 
For p = 2, we may have besides F*(G:‘Oz,(G)) = (Fx 0,,jG)),‘02.(G), xhere F is a 
norma! subgroup of G and all components of F are of t-ype .tiT22 or M2.,. &’ tgyg 
.Acadenic Press. hc. 
1. IKTR~DUCT~OS 
Let p be a prime integer and let G be a imite group. As developed by R. 
Brauer, the irreducible complex characters of G are distributed into disjoint 
systems called p-blocks. For every p-block B of G, there exists a p-subgroup 
D(B) of G determined up to conjugacy, and D(B) is called the defect group 
of B. If ID( B)I = p”, the integer d is called the defect of B. A finite group G 
has at least one p-block, the principal p-block. G may have only one 
p-block and a group theoretic characterization of such group G remained 
an open problem for some years. Until 1984, Harris [23 solved the 
problem. We know that the principal p-block of a finite group is of the 
highest defect. If every p-block of a finite group G is of the highest defect, 
we call such group a full p-defective group. When can a finite group be full 
* An announcement of the main results of this paper in English has appeared in Adt;a:ances in
Mathematics IBegingj, 16, No. 2 (1987). 
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p-defective? This problem was studied intensively by severa group theorists. 
Harada [3] proved that if a Sylow 2-subgroup P of a finite group G is 
abelian, then G is full 2-defective if and only if P is normal in G. In 1976, 
Herzog [4] improved Harada’s result by weakening the assumption on the 
Sylow 2-subgroup. Tsushima [S] has also studied full p-defective finite 
groups. In this paper, we shall characterize the group properties of a full 
p-defective finite group. In Section 3: we show that simple groups of Lie 
type possess p-blocks of defect 0 for any prime factor p. In Section 4, we 
prove the main result of this paper. In Section 5, we discuss properties of 
full p-defective groups. A number of corollaries to the main theorem are 
then given. 
2. NOTATIONS .&ND LEMMAS 
A finite group G is said to be quasisimple if G = G’ and G/Z(G) is simple, 
where Z(G) is the center of G. If G is quasisimple and G/Z(G) = X, then G 
is said to be of type X. A finite group His said to be semisimple, if His the 
central product of quasisimple groups or H= 1. There exists a unique 
maximal normal semisimple subgroup L(G) for any finite group G. L(G) is 
called the layer of G. A subnormal quasisimple subgroup of G is called a 
component of G. Then every component of G is a central product factor 
of L(G). F*(G)=L(G) F(G) is the generalized Fitting subgroup, where 
F(G) is the Fitting subgroup of G. F*(G) satisfies that C,(F*(G))< 
Z(F(G))<F*(G) (see Ref. [lo]). 
For a finite group G, let E,(G) denote the set of all p-blocks of G. D(B) 
denotes a defect group of a p-block B of G. 
All groups in this paper are assumed to be finite. Our notations are 
standard and follow that of [S, 91. 
The following lemmas will be used in this paper again and again. 
LEMMA 2.1 (Brauer [ 11). Let H be a norm& subgroup qf a finite group 
G, b E BLJH), BE BLJG), D(B) = D, D(b) = D,. rf B cot!ers b, then we 
hate ID/I/Do\ 1 IG:HI. 
LEMMA 2.2 (Brauer [ 11). Let H be a normal subgroup of G group G, 
BE BL,(G/H). Interpret each charucter in B as a character of G which is 
tricial in H. Then B is a subset of n p-block B of G. We have i? = B if and 
on1J if H d Op.(G). 
LEMMA 2.3 (Harris and Knijrr [7] ). Let N be a normal subgroup oj- a 
finite group G, b E BL,(N): D(b) = D. Let H be the normalizer of D in G, i.e., 
H = NJ D). Set P = O,(H). Let b’ be a p-block of H n N such that b’ is the 
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Brauer correspondenr of b. Then the Brauer correspondence B-+/I” is a 
defect group preserving one-to-one correspondence between the blocks of H 
coceritig 6’ and the blocks of G corering b. In particular, if Up(CE(P)) f hTe 
then there esists only one block of G cocering b. 
LEMMA 2.4 (Tsushima [S]). Let (C,, C,, . . . . C,,] be the set of a/! the 
cot@gaql classes of G lvhich are contained in O,.(G). Let DF be the deJ>ct 
grozcp of Cj: i= 1: 2, . . . . n, then there are n dijjferent p-blocks B,, B:, ...i B, 
surh that D(B,) = Di, i = 1, 2, . ..) n. 
3. THE ~-BLOCKS OF SIMPLE GROUPS 
LEMMA 3.1. Q- G is a sporadic simple grozrp, then G is full p-de-fectiw $f 
and oniv if p = 2 and G = M:, or MZJ. - ., 
By checking the character tables of the 26 sporadic simple groups, it is 
easy te prove Lemma 3.1. 
LEMMA 3.2. The alternating group ,4, (n > 5) is not .fuii p-d&ctii:e for 
all prime integers p < n. 
This lemma can be prove by [ 11. Theorem 6.2.391. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a simple group of Lie type, then G has at least ale 
p-block of defect 0 for any prime factor p of !G/. Therqfore G is not fuil 
p-defectice. 
The author has proved Lemma 3.3 without knowing that G. 0. Michler 
and W. Willems have also proved it. Their proof will appear in the JorzfzaE 
of Algebra. Because of this, I will only write down the steps of my proof 
and give an example to show how to follow the steps. 
Let F, be the field of q elements and let Fg be the algebraic closure of F,. 
Let G be a simply connected linear algebraic group and G the Frobenius 
map of ~7 such that GG = (x E (?I x0 = X> is finite and p/Z(p) is non- 
abelian simple. Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G such that B” = B and let N 
be a maximal torus of r~? such that H < B and H” = H. If T is another 
o-invariant maximal torus of C, then there exists an element g E G such 
that T= Hg, It follows that g( g- ‘)” = n, E NG(H): where M’ is an element of 
the Weyl group W= iVc( H)/H. Usually we call T the torus twisted by w’. 
The proof of Lemma 3.3 consists of three steps as foilows. 
(a) Find n o-invariant maximal tori T!, T,, .,.? T,, such that the 
greatest common divisor (I T,I, i T2\, . ..? i T,I) = ;Z(G”)I. 
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(b) Pick out an irreducible character Qi in Irr(T,“) such that 
Z(G“) < Ker Qi and Qi lies in a generic position, i = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
(c) The Deligne-Lusztig character R,, (up to signs) is an 
irreducible character of G” such that Z(G”) 6 Ker RTip, and Rrtp, is of 
degree 1G”: T’;l,,: the r’ part of 1~7”: Ti”l, where q= rf, r is a prime integer. 
For example, if G is of type Ak: then the Weyl group II’ of G is 
isomorphic to the symmetric group Sk+ 1. If G acts trivially on II’, 
C?/Z(@) 2 PSL(K + 1, q). If c~ acts non-trivially on w7 C7/Z(GG) = 
PSU(k + 1, q). Suppose CT acts trivially on II’. Let 11~~ = (1, 2, 3, . . . . k + 1 j, 
IV2 = (1, 2, . ..) k) and let Ti and T2 be the tori twisted by u:i and I<~, respec- 
tively. It is not difficult to show that ITT”1 = qkf ’ - l/q- 1, 1 T,“( = qk- 1 
and both T; and T; are cyclic. ((qk-l-l)/q-l,qk-l)=(k+l,q)= 
lZ(~?‘)l. To find an irreducible character Qi in Irr(Tp) which satisfies the 
assumption in step (b) is a routine work (see Ref. [13]). 
For any prime factor p of I@(, if p = r, then the Steinberg character of 
GG/Z(Gu) lies in a p-block of defect 0. If p # r, then either paI Rrla,( 1) or 
P” I RTzQ2( 1 j, where P u is the order a Sylow p-subgroup of GOiZ(G”). Hence 
@jZ(G”) has a p-block of defect 0. 
If G acts non-trivially on W, replace q by -q in all the above 
expressions, and we shall get a p-block of defect 0. 
In the process of proving Lemma 3.3, the author assumed that the Lie 
rank of G is at least 3. This is for convenience only. In fact, it is quite easy 
to tackle the case when the Lie rank of G is at most 2. There are exceptions 
for which the steps do not work. But the character tables of the exceptions 
can be found in [9]. The character tables show that Lemma 3.3 is true for 
the exceptions. 
Up to now, we have shown when a simple group G possesses a p-block 
of defect 0 for any prime integer p except when G is an alternating group 
-4, (n > 5). When A, has a p-block of defect 0 it is still an interesting open 
problem. 
4. THE MAIN THEOREM AND ITS PROOF 
LEMMA 4.1. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of a finite group G of 
order Y” such that GjN is isomorphic to the simple group Mz2 or M,,. If r is 
an odd prime integer and G is jiiII 2-defectice, then m = 1, G = G’ x IV, and 
G’ z Ml2 or Mz4. 
Proof Set G = G/h’= M,, or Mz4. Let P be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, 
then :V,(PN) = PN. By Lemma 2.4, N = UIEG M”, where M= 02( C,(P)). 
Suppose the order of M-is r’. 
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If N < Z(G), then rn = 1, G = G’N. If N n G’ # 1, then Nd G’. The Schur 
multiplier of M,, is cyclic of order 12, and that of M,, is trivial. Hence 
r=3: G/N=Mz2, G z 3’Mz2, the non-splitting extension of Z3 of order 3 
by 3422. But 3’MJ2 has a 2-block of defect 0 [9J contrary to the full 
2-defectiveness of G. So Nn G’ = 1, G = G’ x X. 
In the following, we shall show that N 6 Z(G). Suppose the assertion is 
false, then N n Z(G) = 1. So Z(G) = 1. If G = Mzz, then there are only two 
conjugacy classes of the maximal subgroups of J4,2 with odd indices in 
Mzz. The semi-direct products E,iA6 and E,iSj may be chosen as the 
representatives, respectively, where E,, and Ei are elementary abelian 
2-groups of order 2”, and A6 and Ss act transitively on E,!\, {l> and 
E, :, ( 1 >; respectively. We may assume that B = P,V/N d (E,l.A,) n (E: 25,). 
If B1‘ < (E,,LA,) (or ,< E, i-S,) for an element 1~ of G, since NC(P) - F, then 
Jo &IA, (or EE,~,S~ j. Let ?cO be an element of G of order 11. We claim 
that MA &PC = 1. If M n :%P # 1, then there exist Q, !, EM such that a = - -~ 
b- # 1. (P, P-“) < C,(a). But (P, P”“) = MZ2, C,(a) = G, a EZ(G) = i? 
contrary to the choice of a. So M n ibP = 1. MMX9= Mx My0 < X 
Since IM,,l =2’. 32.5 .7.11 and [P, M] = 1, ?‘= JMxiW’\ < JTv’; = 
JU-~,,~~l~32.5.7.Il(r'-1)+1, 32-5.7.z1-I,(7'(32.5.7.1i-r'j: 
r'<3'.5.7.11. Since ~33, tB7, r’5>32.5.7.11(r7-l)+1, iNI\rL4. 
M f 14. Let Fr be the field of r elements and let Fr be the algebraic closure 
of F,. Since A6 acts on Eo\ (1 } transitively, any faithful irreducible 
FJE,iA,j-module is of dimension 2 15. E,i.SS is of the same nature. N is 
of course an F,(,E,i.A,)-module (also an F,(E, i.S,)-module), so the dimen- 
sion of N over F, is at least 15, contrary to that JN! 1 r’*. Hence N,< Z(G). 
If G = Mz4: then there are only three conjugacy classes of the maximal 
subgroups of Ml4 with odd indices in Mz4. The representatives are E,iA,: 
E, /.Y, and E2i.(S, x L,(2)), respectively, where Ei is elementary abelian 
2-group and iEol = 2”, /El1 = I&! = 26, O,(Y) is of order 3. r;lO,(Yj z S6, 
j Y: Y’[ = 2, C,(O,( Y)) = Y’. By a similar discussion as in the case G = IM,~? 
we have Mr, MxO = 1, where x0 is an element of G of order 23. Since /M2$ 
= 2io.33.5.7.11.23, y2’= iMx$fxoI < lNi ~~Ljxtc~fxl 6 3’.5.7, 
11.23(r’-l)+l. Since r>3, t<ll, r23>33.5.:.11.23(ri1-l)iI. 
Therefore INI 1 rz2, m< 22. Set M0 = C,(E,), then d40 & X Suppose 
/ M,i = rn. Clearly, M d MO, N = U .TE G M;. MO is &,;.A,-invariant, iN\ = 
IUIEG M~1<3.11.23(r”--l)+l, 3.11.23-1dr"(3.11.23-.r"-"‘i: 
r “-“(3.11 .23, m-n<6. /I~/M~I r6. E,E,A, acts on NiEn,. Since every 
faithful irreducible r-modular character of EoRA, is of degree >, 15, E,i.A, 
acts trivially on N/M,. Hence E, acts trivially on both MO and N/M,, E, 
acts trivially on N, contrary to that MO & N. Therefore N,<Z(G). 
LEMMA 4.2. Assume that G is finite and hat Oz.(G) = 1 and that aN 
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components of F*(G) are of type M22 or M14. Let QES~I,(F*(G)). Then 
@‘(Co(Q)) = 1. 
ProoJ Let x be a p-regular element in C,(Q) and set H=F*(G)(x). 
Since O,,(H) 6 C,(F*(G))= Z(F(Gj) an d since F(G) is a p-group: we have 
O,,(H)= 1. Clearly F*(H)=F*(G) and QcsSyl,(H). Then [2, Theorem 1 
and Lemma 3.41 imply that (x) d C,(Q) = Z(Q). Thus x = 1 and we are 
done. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be an arbitrary? finite group and let P be a Soloed 
p-subgroup of G, M= O,.( C,(P)). Then G is full p-defectice if and only if 
the following two conditions hold: 
(1) OJG)=U.,,,M”. 
(2) F*(G[O,.(G))= (O,(G) .O,.(G))/O,.(G). 
For p = 2: we ma): haue besides F*(G/O,.(G)) = (Fx O,,(G))IO,,(G), where 
F is a normal subgroup of G and all components of F are of type M,, or 
d!l~j. 
ProoJ We first prove the “if” part. If F*(G/OJG))= O,(G) O,.(G)/ 
O~~(G),thenO,(G)#1,C,(O,(G))=2(O,(G))xO,.(G).LetBbeap-block 
of G, then O,(G) <D(B). There exists a p-regular element x0 of G such that 
D(B) E SylP( C,(x,j) [ 15, Corollary 11. xo E C,(WB)) d GAO,(G)), 
x0 E O,.(G). By condition (1): D(B) E Syl,(G). Thus G is full p-defective. If 
p = 2 and F*(G/O,.(G)) = (Fx O,,(G));O,,(Gj, then O,,(F) = 1 and 
F*(F)= F, by [2], F has only one 2-block. Set G= G/O,.(G), then 
F*(G) = F= F. Let B be a 2-block of G and let b be a 2-block of Fx O,.(G) 
covered by B. Let Q be a Sylow 2-subgroup of F, then Q is a defect group 
of b. By Lemma 4.2, O’(CJQ)) = O,.(G). By Lemma 2.3, B is the only 
2-block of G covering b. By [6, Theorem 3.141, B is weakly regular and 
Q <D(B). There exists a 2-regular element x0 of G such that D(B) E 
Syl,(C,(x,)). Since Q d D(B), x0 E C,(Q), hence xoe O,,(G). Condition (1) 
forces D(B)ES~IJG). It follows that G is a full 2-defective group. 
Now we turn to prove the “only if” part. Suppose G is full p-defective. 
The proof goes by induction on the order of G. 
If G has only one p-block, by the main result in [a], the theorem is true. 
In the following, we assume that G has at least two p-blocks. If O,,(G) # 1, 
by Lemma 2.2, G/O,,(G) is full p-defective. By induction, G/O,,(G) satisfies 
conditions (1) and (2). But O,.(GjO,.(G)) = 1, G/O,.(G) has only one 
p-block. By (2), F*(G/O,.(G))=O,(G~O,.(G)) unless p=2 and all com- 
ponents of F*(G/02.(Gj) are of type Mzz or Mz4. As proving in the “if” 
part, we know that M is a subgroup of O,.(G). Since G is full p-defective, 
by Lemma 2.4, G satisfies condition (1). 
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Let K be a subgroup of G such that O,.(G) < K and K/O,.(G) = 
F*(GIO,,(G)). By Lemma 2.1, K is full p-defective. Let P, be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of K and set M, = OJ C,( P, j). O,.(G j = O,.(K) = b-xE G I&. If 
K= P, . O,.(Gj, then P, leaves every conjugacy class of O,.(G) invariant. 
By a result in [14], P, O,,(G) = P, x O,.(Gj. P, = O,(Kj = O,(G). In the 
case, F*( GiO,,( G j) = O,(G) O,,( G)lO,.( G j. If p = 2 and every component 
of KiU,.(,Gj is of type Mz2 or M,,. we shall prove by induction on the 
order of K that there exists a subgroup F of K that satisfies the assumptions 
in the theorem. 
By definition, F*(G/C12.(G)) = L(G/02.(Gj) F(G:‘C?,,(G)j. Clearly, 
F(G(O,.(G)j is a 2-subgroup. Let P, be a 2-subgroup of G such that 
P, Oz.(G):O,.(G) = F(G/02,(G j). Let K, be a normal subgroup of G such 
that Oz,fG) d K, and K,IO,.(G) = L(G/O,.(G)). Since P, O,.(Gj is a normal 
sUbgroup of G, it is full ‘-defective, P, O,,(G) = Pi x (3,.(G j, and P, is nor- 
mal in G. Let P2 be a 2-subgroup of K, such that P20;,(Gj,/O:*fGj = 
02(L(G:i02,(G))). The normality of P20,,(G) in G implies that P2C12.(Gj is 
full 2-defective and so P, . Oz,(Gj = P, x O,.(G), Pi is normal in G, and 
P, < Z(K,). By [6, Lemma 4.5, p. 2041: K,:P, is full 2-defective. Set K2 = 
KI;P2, then K2(02.( K2) is the direct product of simple groups isomorphic to 
M22 or iv,,. We claim that K, = F2 x O,.(KJ for some normal subgroup 
F2. Let A’ be a minimal normal subgroup of K, such that N< Oz.(K2). By 
induction on 1 Kii: we may assume that K,,:IV = .r/M x Q2,(K,~N), where X 
is a subgroup of K2 such that AJ< X. X is also full 2-defective, 3y 
Lemma4.1, X=F2xQ2-(Xj=F2 x IV. Clearly, F2 acts trivially on both ?*: 
and U,.(K,j:‘rV7 then F2 acts trivially on 0,,(K2j and K2 = F7 x UZA(Kzj. 
Since K, = K,/P2 and P2 < Z(K,), K! = Fl x O,,(Ki), where Fi is a sub- 
group of K, such that F, > P, and F,/P, = F2, K= Ki Pi = Fi P,O,rfG). 
Since [PI, O,.(G)] = 1, K= F,P: x O?-(G). Set F= FiP,: then F= 
( T’ 1 N E G): where T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K7 F is a normal subgroLtp 
of G. Now it is clear that F*(G/O,.(Gj) = (Fx O,.(G)j.:‘O,.(Gj and F meets 
the requirements. 
In the following, we will prove that O,.(Gj Z 1. If C),,(G)= 1, then 
F(G)= O,(G). If Op(G)# I, set J=O,(Gj C,(O,(G):t, then ; is normal in 
G. f is full 2-defective. Since G has at least two p-blocks, .M== 
G,.(C,(Pjj f 1, where P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Clearly, M<J. By 16, 
Lemma 4.5, p, 2041, J:O,(G) is full 2-defective. Let Q E Syl,(~~~p(Gj) such 
that Q < 4/O,(G): then 1 #&?=MO,(G)i:o,(Gj d CJ,O,!,j(Q). Since 
jJ;‘O,(Gji < !Gi, by induction, R< O,,(JjIO,(G)) # 1. Let J3 < J such that 
Jo/O,(G) = OJJ;O,(G)). Since J= O,(G) C,(C),(G)), J, = O,(G) O,,(Jc,I. 
J, is normal in G, OJJ,,) is normal in G, 1 = Op,(G) > O,.(J,) # 1% and it is 
absurd! Hence O,(G) = 1. F*(G) = L(G) F(G) = L(G) is the direct products 
of non-abelian simple groups. By Lemma 2.1 and the results in Section 3, 
we have that p= 2 and all the components of F*(G) are of type M,, or 
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M24. By [2], G has only one 2-block, contrary to the assumption that G 
has at least two p-blocks. The proof of Theorem 4.3 is now complete. 
5. PROPERTIES OF FULL P-DEFECTIVE GROUPS 
The alternating group A, has a normal subgroup B of order 4 such that 
both A,/B and B are full 3-defective, but A, is not full 3-defective. This 
example shows that the full P-defective property cannot be carried over to 
extensions of groups. As shown above, the non-splitting extension 3’M,, 
has a 2-block of defect 0 and M,, has only one 2-block. It turns out that 
the full p-defective property cannot be carried over even to the central 
extensions. However, we have the following Corollary 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.1. Let M be a subgroup in the center Z(G) of a finite 
group G. Suppose G = G/N is full p-defective, then G is full p-defective unless 
p = 2 and 3’M22 is involved in G as a normal section. 
Proof Since G is full p-defective, then G satisfies the two condi- 
tions in Theorem 4.3. If F*(G/O,(G)) = O,(G) O,.(G)/O,.(G) then 
O,(G) C,( O,(G)) = O,(G) O,;(G). Let P, be a p-subgroup of G with 
P,If/N = O,(G) and P, E Syl,(P, h’). Since N < Z(G), P,N= P, x OJ N). 
Since P,N is normal in G, P, is also normal in G, P, = O,(G). Let H be a 
p’-subgroup of G such that HIV/N = O,.(G) and HN= H x O,(N), then 
H=O,,(G). If XEG such that [x,P,]=l, then XEP~.HN=P~.H= 
O,(G) O,.(G), C&O,(G)) 6 O,(G) O,,(G). F*(GIO,.(G)) = O,(G) .0,.(G)/ 
O,.(G). For any x E O,(G), there exists a Sylow p-subgroup P of G such 
that [x, P]<N, Px<PN, P”=P, [P,x,x]=[[P,x],x]=l, [x, P]=l. 
Therefore OJ G) = U,, G M”, where M= O,.(C,(P)). It follows that G is 
full p-defective. 
If p = 2 and F*(G/O,.(G)) = (F,, x O,.(G))/O,(G) and all components of 
F0 are of type Mzr or M,,: clearly Fc, is full 2-defective. F0 = L(Fo) F(Fo). 
L(p,,) is also full 2-defective. Let F, be a subgroup of G such that IV< F, 
and F,/N = L(Fo). It is easy to see that FI/Z(FI) is the direct product of 
non-abelian simple groups. Let H, be a subgroup of F, such that 
Z(F-,) < H,, and H,/Z(F,) is isomorphic to M,, or AI,,. H,, = HbZ(F,), 
and Hb n Z(F,) is a subgroup of the Schur multiplier of Mz2 or Mz4. If 
HbnZ(F,) is not a 2-group, then H,/Z(F,)z M,,, and HbnZ(F,) is 
cyclic of order dividing 12. Hb/O,(Hb) ;5 3’Mzz. Hence if 3’A4,, is not 
involved in F,,, then HbnZ(F,) is a 2-group. Ho= (Ho02(Z(F,)) x 
O,,(Z(F,)). Then F, = (K-O,(F(F,))) x O,,(F(F,)), where F(F,) is the 
Fitting subgroup of F, and K is a subgroup of F, such that L(K( = K. Set 
F= K. O,(F(F,)), then F*(G/Oz,(G))/O,.(G). All components of F are of 
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type Mzz or M,,. It is not difficult to prove that Oz.(G) = UxEG M”, where 
M= O,(C,(P)), P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. By Theorem 4.3, G is full 
2-defective. The proof is now complete. 
COROLLARY 5.2 (Harada [3]). Let P be a Sylou p-subgroup uf a fkzite 
group G. If P is abelian, then G is full p-defectice if and O&T if P is normai 
in G. 
Proof The sufficiency is trivial. In the following, we shall prove the 
necessity. 
Suppose G is full p-defective, by Theorem 4.3 and that P is abelian, 
we have that P*(G/O,(G)) = O,(G) O,.(G)jO,.(G). Therefore P< 
C&O,(G)) 6 O,(G) O,.(G). It follows that P = O,(G) is normal in G. 
Corollary 5.2 is actually more general than the main result of [3]. 
By Theorem 4.3, we know that a full p-defective finite group is not forced 
to have a normal Sylow p-subgroup. What conditions force a full p-defec- 
tivelinite group to have a normal Sylow p-subgroup? That a Sylow 
p-subgroup is abelian as in Corollary 5.2 is one such condition. Henog 
studied this kind of question in the case p = 2. The following corollary to 
Theorem 4.3 is actually more general than that of Herzog. 
COROLLARY 5.3 (Herzog [4]). Let G be a finite group and let P be o 
Sylow p-subgroup of G. Then P is normal in G if and on/y $ the @lowing 
two conditions hold: 
(a) G is full p-defectke, and 
(b) the center Z(Pn P”) of P n P” is not a S~lou p-subgroup of 
C,(PnP”) for any KEG\N~(P). 
Proof. If P is normal in G, then (a) and (b) obviously hold. We shall 
prove the sufficiency in the following. Assume that the corollary is false and 
let G be a counterexample of minimal order. We claim that U,.(G) = 1. If 
O,(G)# 1, GIO,.(Gj satisfies conditions (a) and (b), by the minimum 
assumption on G, PO,,(G) is normal in G. By Lemma 2.1, P. O,,(G j is 
full p-defective, P. O,.(G) = P x O,(G), and P is normal in G, contrary 
to the assumption. So U,.(G)= 1. We claim that F*(G)#O,(G). If 
F*(G) = O,(G), then O,(G) d P n P”. By condition (b), there exists a 
p-element x0 E C,( P n P”) \ P n P”. Since C,( O,(G)) >, C,( P n P”). xg E 
C,JO,(G)) = Z(C),(G)) < Pn P”, -yO E P n P”, contrary to the choice of xO~ 
Now it forces that p=2 and P*(G)/O,(G)=M, xM, x ... x M,xN, x 
N2x ... xiVs, where Mi%MM22r Njk. M,,. Let P, be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of F*(G) and P,<P. Then PJO,(G)=P,xPzx ... xP,xQlx 
Q2 x . . . x Q, where Pig Sy12(M,), Qj~ Syl,(N,). Suppose t Z 1 (ifs B f, the 
discussion is just the same), there exists a 2-subgroup E of F*(G) such that 
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Oz(G) d E, and c!‘O,(G) is a normal subgroup of P, and is elementary 
abelian of order 16. Then C,,(E/O,(G)) = E/O,(G). By condition (b), there 
exists a 2-element J in C,(P n P”) \ P n P”, where x is a 2’-element such 
that E” = E, P-f # P, , and S E M, , then P, n P; < P n P” < P. Since ?r E Mi, 
pi=PfxP,x ... xP,xQ,xQ,x . . . xQ,.J:ECc(PnP”)~C,(P,nH,x). 
As proving in Theorem 4.3, r yields an inner-automorphism of Mj and ‘Vj, 
then there exist si, yj~ L(G) such that Xi~ Mi, jj E Ni and f-i . xi .x2.. . 
x, . J>l . yz . . . JFs acts trivially on F*(G)/O,(G). Then ~*-l ‘xi ..x? ... 
x,. v~.J~,...J:~ acts trivially on both L(G) and O,(G), so J!-' .x1 .x2"- _ _ 
x* . y1 . J'z . '. y, acts trivially on F*(G). Since C&F*(G)) <F*(G), 
y E F*(G). CFecGb (P,nP;)<P,nP;, so ygF*(G)n C,(Pn P”)< 
C F*(GJ P, n P;) d P, n P; d P n P”, contrary to the choice of y. The con- 
tradiction proves the corollary. 
COROLLARY 5.4. Suppose a finite group G has a T.I. SJ$OW p-subgroup 
P: then G has a p-block of defect 0 if and onl~y if O,( 6) = 1. 
ProoJ: If G has a p-block of defect 0, clearly O,(G) = 1. If O,(G) = 1 
and G has no p-blocks of defect 0, since P is a T.I. set of G, then G is full 
p-defective. By Theorem 4.3 and that O,(G) = 1, p = 2 and F*(G~O~.(G)) = 
(Fx 02(G))/02(G) with F= @:= i Mi normal in G, where Mjz MI2 or 
M14. It is easy to see that P n F is a T.I. Sylow 2-subgroup of F. Then t = 1 
and F z Mzz or M14. But Mz2 and Ml4 have no T.I. Sylow 2-subgroups, a 
contradiction! 
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